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Oil blocks in the Peruvian Amazon
source: M. Finer et al, Oil and Gas Projects in the Western Amazon: Threats to Wilderness, Biodiversity and Indigenous Peoples, PloS ONE, 2008. 
See: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0002932. 
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Objective: surface impact of oil/gas operations in the jungle 
equal the surface impact of offshore projects
photo : http://www.slb.com/services/drilling/specialty_drilling_applications/extended_reach_drilling.aspx

 Well drilling and 
production platform is an
“island.”

 No roads between
drilling/ production
islands.

 Distance between islands
can be as much as 20 km 
using advanced drilling
technology.

 No interaction with the
local indigenous
population.

“40,320” is the horizontal length (reach) of 
the well in feet. This equals about 12.4 km.
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It is critical to avoid the construction of roads and rights-
of-way to avoid colonization and resource depletion
source: M. Finer et al, Oil and Gas Projects in the Western Amazon: Threats to Wilderness, Biodiversity and Indigenous Peoples, PloS ONE, 2008. 
Véase: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0002932. 
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Technical requirements for jungle oil & gas fields

 Exploration Phase – discovery/ definition of deposits
 Remote sensors to define deposits – aircraft and helicopter
 Minimum use of seismic – only over potential deposits
 Eliminate spills during exploratory drilling

 Production Phase – production platforms/processing batteries
 Extended reach drilling – up to 12 km horizontally
 Minimum number of drilling/production platforms
 No roads between drilling/production platforms
 Zero discharge of produced water and other hazardous liquids
 Control flow of river transport serving oil & gas facilities
 State-of-the-art spill control plan, personnel, and equipment



Success in Block 1AB: from one million barrels/day of 
produced water discharged to streams to zero barrels/day
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Mapping of hydrocarbon deposits by aerial methods – a 
method to limit the use of seismic to true deposits
Source: Fugro Airborne Surveys, website

 Aerial electromagnetic methods 
can identify with confidence 
zones within a block that do not 
have oil/gas.

 There is already a commercial 
database on subsurface 
characteristics for the entire 
Peruvian jungle south of the 
Marañón River Basin (Fugro).

 Advantage of aerial methods –
avoids the cost of seismic where 
there is no oil/gas.
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The colored areas represent the extent of hydrocarbon 
deposits in Blocks 56 and 88: only 20% of the total area
source: presentation of N. Soto, PlusPetrol, 1o Foro Cusco, 2009. Véase: http://www.etechinternational.org/cusco2009presentations.html



However, it is common to conduct seismic testing over the 
entire block: helicopter landing sites every 3 km2, temporary 
worker camps every 10 km2
source: PlusPetrol, EIA Sísmica 3D en Capahuari, Tambo Este, Jíbaro Nor Este – Jibarito, Lote 1AB, 2009, p. 23.
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Extended reach drilling concept – ERD
source: www.schlumberger.com “Extending Reach Drilling: Breaking the 10-km Barrier”
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Location of drilling/production platforms – Blocks 56 and 88
source: presentation of N. Soto, PlusPetrol, 1o Foro Cusco, 2009. Véase: http://www.etechinternational.org/cusco2009presentations.html



Development plan for Block 56 using conventional 
drilling practice – three production platforms, helipads, 
and many miles of flow lines to Malvinas gas plant
source: PlusPetrol, EIA para El Proyecto Pagoreni en el Lote 56, 2004.
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Alternative presented by E-Tech to IDB and Hunt Oil in 
2005: one drilling platform 9 km north of Malvinas gas 
plant using ERD to reach all Block 56 gas deposits
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Effect of using ERD wells from point 9 km north of 
Malvinas gas plant: no surface infrastructure in Block 56
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English ERD - one platform serving area of more than 200 km2
source: Oilfield Review, Extended Reach Drilling: Breaking the 10 km Barrier (England), 1997. 
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Block 67 – three deposits each separated by 15 to 20 km
source: Barrett Resources, EIA Sísmica 3D – Lote 67, 2006
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Block 67 Paiche deposit: ~10 km long by ~3 km wide
source: Barrett Resources, EIA Sísmica 3D – Lote 67, 2006
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High impact in Block 67 – nine drilling/production 
platforms in an area measuring 3 km by 2 km
source: Barrett Resources, EIA Sísmica 3D – Lote 67, 2006



River as a highway – must restrict the frequency of 
movements and the size of barges and tugboats
photo: B. Powers, Corrientes River, Block 1AB, October 2008.
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Cost of production using ERD is no more than $17 y $21 (US) 
per barrel, while spot price of oil is $80 per barrel and rising
sources: R. Hahn, P. Passell, The economics of allowing more U.S. oil drilling, Energy Economics 32, 2010;  U.S. 
Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2011, Tabla 1, April 2011.

 Use of ERD wells occurs in many cases when the project 
developer wants to avoid the cost of building more offshore oil 
platforms.

 In 2010, the estimated cost of production from a new offshore 
oilfield varied from $17 to $21 (US) per barrel.

 In contrast, the spot market price crude oil has been above 
$80 (US) per barrel for four years (with the exception of several 
months in late 2008 and early 2009).

 Forecasts project an increase of 2 to 3% per year in the price 
of crude oil in the coming decades.

 Jungle oil projects that use ERD wells will be very profitable in 
the current and projected crude price environment.



Pipelines: minimize width of the right-of-way (ROW), 
maximize attention to erosion control
small photos (left) ROW of Camisea I ; large photos (right) G. Amores, INMAC Perú, Cashiriari flowline ROW using green pipeline 
technique. See: http://www.etechinternational.org/2010Cusco/gabrielamores19mayo2010_Cusco_INMAC%20Peru_ducto%20verde.pdf
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Conclusion – minimum requirements

 Maximize use of remote sensing tools in the exploration 
phase – use seismic testing only in areas where there is a 
demonstrated potential for commercial deposits. 

 Minimum distance between drilling/production platforms
should be 15 km or more. 

 Production batteries must be co-located with drilling/ 
production platforms.

 Construction of roads between platforms is prohibited.
 Permitted forms of transport are river and air, with restrictions

on both the frequency and size of movements.
 Maximum right-of-way width for any pipeline is 13 meters or

less.


